
  

 

March 11, 2005 
 

Capcom introduces the Retro Game Collections! 

~Collections to be packaged with strategy guides available at local bookstores~ 
 

 
 
Capcom Co., Ltd. (Capcom) is pleased to announce the upcoming release of “Capcom 
Retro Game Collection VOL1” and “Capcom Retro Game Collection VOL2.” Both 
collections will be available to play on the Sony PlayStation and will come packaged 
together with strategy guides for the specific games in the collection. This is an 
expansion of Capcom’s already existing publishing activities and will now allow it to be 
possible to purchase your favorite Capcom classic titles at your local bookstore.    
 
“Capcom Retro Game Collection” series includes past Capcom classic games packaged 
with a strategy guide pertaining to the specific games in the collections. “VOL1” 
includes “1942”, “1943”, and “1943 -Kai-” and “VOL2” includes “Ghosts’n Goblins”, 
“Ghouls'n Ghosts”, and “Super Ghouls'n Ghosts”. 
 
Upon the release of “Capcom Retro Game Collection VOL1” and “Capcom Retro Game 
Collection VOL2”, Capcom will continue to support this new and exciting area of game 
promotion by diligently striving to provide our customers with new and exciting 
materials. 
 
As a worldwide leader in the gaming industry, we here at Capcom are proud to be a part 
of this combination of mediums. As always, will continue to provide our customers with 
the best possible forms of innovative entertainment in various medias. 
 

 



[Product Information] 
 

１．Title：  “Capcom Retro Game Collection VOL1” 
１）Price：  2,100 Yen（including tax） 
２）Specification： Strategy book and videogame software for PlayStation 
３）Content： “Capcom Generation 1” includes ---“1942”, “1943”, and “1943 

-Kai-.” 
４）Release Date： March 2005（plan） 
 

    
※Screenshots represent in-game footage. 

 
２．Title：  “Capcom Retro Game Collection VOL2” 
１）Price：  2,100 Yen（including tax） 
２）Specification： Strategy book and videogame software for PlayStation  
３）Content： “Capcom Generation 2” includes ---“Ghosts’n Goblins”, 

“Ghouls'n Ghosts”, and “Super Ghouls'n Ghosts.” 
４）Release Date： March 2005（plan） 
 

    
※Screenshots represent in-game footage. 

 



※ What is the “Capcom Collection”? 
The “Capcom Collection” is a collection of past Capcom hit titles for the Sony 
PlayStation consisting of games from 2 of Capcom’s most beloved franchises.   
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